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GULF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY

RIVER BEND STATION POST OFFICE BOX 220 ST FRANCISV1LLE, LOUISIANA 70775

AREA CODE 504 635-6094 346-8651

September 12, 1986
RBG- 24385
File No. G9.5

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Denton:

River Bend Station - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-458

Gulf States Utilities (GSU) .hereby files an application for an
amendment to the River Bend Station Unit- 1 Technical
Specifications, Appendix A to Facility Operating License NPF-47,
pursuant to 10CFR50.90. Enclosure 1 contains the information for
Staff review of this requestion. Enclosure 2 provides the
requested revisions to the River Bend Station Technical
Specifications.

Pursuant to 10CFR170.12, GSU has enclosed a check in the amount
of one-hundred and fifty dollars ($150.00) for the license
amendment application fee. Pursuant to 10CFR50. 91 (b) (1) , the
State of Lousiana, Department of Environemtnal Quality - Nuclear
Energy Division has been notified of this amendment request.
Additionally the Regional Administrator of Region IV and the
Senior Resident Inspector have been provided copies of this
application. Your prompt attention to this application is
appreciated.

Sincerely,

. C. Deddens
Vice President
River Bend Nuclear Group

Enclosures
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MUCLEAR REGULATORY COMISSION

STATE OF LOUISIANA )

PARISH OF WEST FELICIANA )

In the Matter of ) Docket No. 50-458
50-459

GULF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY )

(River Bend Station,
Unit 1)

AFFIDAVIT

J. C. Deddens, being duly sworn, states that he is a
Vice President of Gulf States Utilities Company; that he is
authorized on the part of said company to sign and file with
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission the documents attached
hereto; and that all such documents are true and correct to

the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

- ._s|/wA
,,

J . R .yDeddens
-

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public in
and for the State and Parish above named, this /2 " day of
[g,r/#,u jw ,- , 19 96.

,

.

'

Joan W. Middlet/ rooks
Notary Public in and for
West Feliciana Parish,
Louisiana

My Commission is for Life.
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ENCLOSURE 1

:
I.A. Proposed Revision

.

Technical Specification 3.3.2, Isolation -Actuation
:- Instrumentation, Table 3.3.2-2, Isolation Actuation

Instrumentation Setpoint, Item 2.d, Main Steam Line Flow -.

High, , identifies a trip setpoint of 6 173 psid and an
allowable value of 6178 psid. This trip setpoint and
allowable value also have a ** footnote which indicates that
this is a preliminary setpoint and that the setpoint be
confirmed or revised based aon startup test data. The
** footnote further requires that any requested revision to
this setpoint be submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The change request revises the trip setpoint
and the allowable value from one setpoint of 6173 psig and4

6178 psig, respectively, for all four main steam lines to
one trip setpoint and allowable value for each main steam
line as follows:4

Trip Allowable
Setpoint Values

Main Steam Line Flow Line A - High 4146 psid 4151 psid
Main Steam Line Flow Line B - High 4156 psid G161 psid
Main Steam Line Flow Line C - High 6153 psid 6158 psid
Main Steam Line Flow Line D - High 4164 psid 4169 psid

This change request would also delete the ** footnote from
Item 2.d since its required action has been completed.

7

II.A.-Justification

The ** footnote indicates the present trip setpoint and
allowable value for Main Steam Line Flow High as a--

preliminary value. These are setpoints based on design
calculations. Confirmation of these values are provided by
measured flow data taken during the startup test program.

j Results from this data require the present trip setpoint
and ' allowable value to be revised. GSU is proposing a
change to four setpoints instead of one because .of the
variation between Steam Line A and Steam Line D flow
measurement data. All of these setpoints are within the
design basis specification and are conservative with
respect to the assumptions of the accident analysis to
ensure the isolation of the Main Steam Line system in the
event of a break in that system. If only one trip setpoint

! was specified, the nominal trip setpoint would be the most
conservative of the trip setpoints, which is 146 psig. If
146 psig was specified for all four main steam lines, its.

application to Steam Line D would severly limit the
;

i
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operational flexibility of Steam Line D high flow limits by '

reducing the effective analytical leak detection limit from
140% of rated flow to approximately 130% of rated flow.
Therefore, in order to maintain the necessary operational
flexibility while ensuring the setpoints are within the
bounds of the design- basis and the assumptions of the
accident analysis, four- trip setpoints are. specified.
Since the final setpoint has. been determined, it -is
appropriate to delete the ** footnote for this Item 2.d.

III.A.Significant Hazard Considerations

A. The proposed change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated because the setpoint
revisions are more conservative than the initial
setpoints and are based on startup test data as
required by the plant Technical Specifications. This
change does not involve a design change or physical
change to the plant, and therefore, does not increase
the probability of a undetectable break in the -Main
Steam Line.

Thus, there. is no increase in the probability or
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

B. The proposed change does not create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated because the setpoint revisions are
more conservative than the initial setpoints and are

i- within the bounds of the design basis and the
assumption of the accident anlysis. These setpoint.;

| revisions do not involve a design change or physical-
change, and therefore, do not alter the single failure
design of the instrumentation.

Thus, no new accident scenario is introduced by these
revised and more conservative setpoints.

C. The proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety because these setpoint
revisions are more conservative and reflect actual
startup test data as required by the plant Technical
Specifications. These setpoints are within the bounds,

of the design basis and the assumptions of the
accident analysis.

Thus, no margin of safety is reduced.

:

+
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.I.B. Proposed Revision
i

Technical Specification 3.3.2, Isolation Actuation
i Instrumentation, Table 3.3.2-2, Isolation Actuation

Instrumentation Setpoint, Item 5.a, RCIC Steam Line Flow -
High, identified .a trip setpoint of f222" H0 and an9
allowable value of 6230.5" H O. .The trip sEtpoint and

*2 ootnote setpoint which
;

allowable value also have a f,

indicates that this is a preliminary setpoint and that.the
setpoint be confirmed or revised based on- startup test
data. The ** footnote.further requires that any requested

1 revision to'this setpoint be submitted to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. The change request revises the trip
setpoint from 6222"'H O to 6127" H O and the allowable
value from i230.5" H tos135.5" H b This change request
would also delete the ** footnote fr$m. Item 5.a.2

II.B. Justification
,

The ** footnote indicates the present trip setpoint and
High as aallowable value for RCIC Steam Line Flow -

preliminary value. These setpoints are based on design
calculations. Confirmation of these values is provided by
measured flow data.taken during the startup test program.

,

Results from this data require the present trip setpoint.

and allowable value to be revised. The lowering of this
setpoint will further ensure the isolation of the Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system in the event of a
break / leak in that system. Since the final setpoint has
been determined, it is appropriate to delete the ** footnote
for this' Item 5.a.

.
III.B.Significant Hazard Considerations

!

A. The proposed change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated because the setpoint
revisions are more conservative than the initial
setpoints and are based on startup test data as
required by the plant Technical Specifications. This

,

change does not involve a design change or physical'

change to the plant, and therefore, does not increase
the probability of a undetectable leak in the RCIC

i system.
,

'

Thus, there is no increase in the probability or
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

!

B. The proposed change does not create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from any accident

,
; previously evaluated because the setpoint revisions are

more conservative than the initial setpoints and are
within the bounds of the design basis and the

:
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assumptions of the accident analysis. These setpoint
revisions do not involve a design change or physical
change, and therfore, do not-alter the single failure
design of the instrumentation.

Thus, no new accident scenario is introduced by these
revised and more conservative setpoints.

C. The proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety because these setpoint
revisions are more conservative and reflect. actual
startup test data as required by the plant-Technical
Specifications. These setpoints are within the bounds
of the design basis and the assumptions of the accident
analysis.

Thus, no margin of safety is reduced.

I

4
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I.C. Proposed Revision

Technical Specification 3.3.2, Isolation Actuation
Instrumentation, Table .3.3.2-2, Isolation Actuation
Instrumentation Setpoint, Item 5.1, RHR/RCIC Steam: Line

High identified a ** footnote on each the tripFlow -

setpoint and allowable value. The ** footnote specifies:

" Initial setpoint. Final setpoint' to be determined
during startup test program. Any required change to

,

this setpoint shall be submitted to the Commission4

within 90 days of test completion."

The change request revises the ** footnote to specify:

I' " Initial setpoint. Final setpoint to be determined
during testing prior to operation in the steam
condensing mode following the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's approval to operate in that mode (Reference
License Condition 5.a to NPF-47). Any required change
to this setpoint shall be submitted- to the Commission

~

4

within 90 days of test completion."
,

! II.C. Justification

The River Bend Station Facility Operating License (NPF-47)
prohibits the use of the residual heat removal system ini

! the steam condensing mode without prior written approval of
j the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff. Because these

setpoints would have to be confirmed during actual
operation in the steam condensing mode, GSU would request
that a similar condition be maintained in the Technical
Specifications. The current setpoints are based- upon
design calculations.

III.C.Significant Hazard Considerations

A. The proposed change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated because the change is

i purely administrative in nature and reflects a
i condition already established in the operating license.

B. The proposed change does not create the possibility of
; a new or different kind of accident from any accident
; previously evaluated because the setpoints are based
; upon design calculations which have not been changed.

| C. The proposed change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety because the current
setpoints are within the bounds of the design basis and
the assumptions of the accident analysis.

:

i
!
,
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ENCLOSURE 2

Proposed Revised

River Bend Technical Specifications


